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A conservatory suffering from
the cold, condensation and  
mould is now an elegant room.
Mr and Mrs Killick 
A Lean-to Conservatory



David and Sandy Killick, a retired couple from 
Taunton, decided to replace their conservatory roof  
at the end of 2018.  Having enjoyed the room for the 
first time over the winter, they couldn’t be happier  
with their decision and Wetheralds as an installer.

  “  We used the room for our hobbies (painting and 
sewing) and when family were over, so it has a 
sitting area and art studio.  On a nice day our 
granddaughter would like to be in there with our 
cats and dogs.  However, those days were few and 
far between so we really weren’t able to enjoy the 
space in comfort very often.” 

Sandy likes sewing and as a keen gardener very much 
enjoys the outside space that they have. Whilst David 
likes to paint, it was often difficult to do so in the 
old conservatory “some days it was so hot the paint 
would dry almost before I could put it on the paper, 
when it was cold, I couldn’t sit comfortably and  
enjoy painting.”

The conservatory was built by the builder of the house 
in 2000, with a dual aspect looking out to the South 
and the West. “It was a large space with a 3.5m long 
gutter on one side and 27 opening windows and  
5 doors – it was a lot of glass to clean!  I used to  
dread going up on a platform each year to clean  
the mess and lichen from the roof.”

As well as the problems cleaning the exterior 
glass, mould also developed inside because of the 
condensation, this was caused by the extremes of 
temperature and was also really difficult for the 
Killick’s to clean. 

  “  On really cold days the glass would be frozen 
on the inside and then drip all over the floor as 
it defrosted – making the conservatory a really 
damp place to be.”

 

   Why a New Conservatory Roof?
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Customising Our New Roof

We went through all the options of customising our 
new roof with the Wetheralds Surveyor and selected 
tiles and guttering to tie in with our house along with 
4 roof windows.  We were able to choose the position 
of the roof windows and although I was worried they 
weren’t big enough” says David, “the Wetheralds 
team allayed my concerns and they were right!

It can’t be as light during the day as a glass  
roof – but the loss of light is minimal! We also  
had the opportunity to add in roof lights so  
now for the first time we can use the room in  
the evening and sit and read.”

 “In 2015 we needed 11 of the glass panels replacing.  
We did the usual haul around suppliers and finally got 
them changed. Just 18 months later though we started 
to experience dripping and leaks – we were quoted 
£5k to replace the glass and then more needed 
changing so we decided to see what other options 
were open to us!

We found Wetheralds on the Internet. The thing that 
we liked straight away is that we could go and see real 
customers homes and speak to them about replacing 
our conservatory roof with a tiled roof.  Being able to 
speak to homeowners who were delighted with the job 
and all the people they dealt with at Wetheralds was 
really helpful when we came to make our decision.

We spoke to 6 different companies in the end.  
Anglian quoted an astronomical figure and several 

others insisted that we had to replace all the 
conservatory panes around the sides even though 
they were in good order.  We also investigated roof 
blinds but at a cost of £6k and not solving any of the 
problems with temperature, cleaning or condensation 
we dismissed those.

So, in the end it was an easy decision for us to choose 
Wetheralds. The Wetheralds surveyor that visited 
was very honest and professional, took the time and 
care to respond to our questions and understood the 
concern we had about the investment.  Wetheralds 
were very flexible, because of this we felt confident 
that we were investing in a decision that would be 
good value for money.”

           Why we Chose Wetheralds



The Build

“The installation team worked incredibly hard in 
appalling weather – it was absolutely pouring down, 
in fact it wasn’t good the whole time!  They did their 
best to keep us watertight though, the old roof was off 
and cover on by the end of the first day.
They did an excellent job and worked until after dark 
every day, they were very amenable and liked plenty of 
tea and coffee!

We needed some help with our electrics so they also 
helped us sort that out which was very helpful.
We knew the build would take up to 2 weeks as it 
was such a large conservatory, we thought this was 
good though.  In fact, by the end of the middle of the 
second week the roof was completed and the inside 
beautifully plastered.

Our LABC Inspector visited on 3 occasions, which 
gave us even greater peace of mind, especially that it 
wasn’t going to collapse like some of the horror stories 
you hear.  We wanted to be diligent about the work 

in case we sell the house so it was important to us to 
have a Building Regulations Completion Certificate 
for the life of the new room.  Not that we want to sell 
our house now that we have this beautiful new room!”

    Our New Garden Room

“Our overall impression of the new roof and room 
when we first saw it was that it was absolutely 
transformed!  It was so different but now actually 
liveable.  It’s warmer in the mornings as it retains the 
heat throughout the day and early evening.  We never 
used to try and heat the conservatory because it was 
too big but now we really can enjoy it all day all year.

Sandy says “The room now looks elegant and has a 
feeling of grandeur that it didn’t have before.  I used 
to have my sewing machine in the conservatory, but in 
the end it crumbled because of the sun.  I hope to get 
a new one now and enjoy sewing in our new room.

Our advice to anyone thinking about it is – just do it!

Do it as you will never regret it.  We would certainly 
praise Wetheralds; as a company to deal with, for 
value for money and quality of workmanship – we 
would have been hard pressed to find someone better.

Our new room from Wetheralds was excellent  
value for money – we are hard to please – and  
we’re very pleased!” 
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